Stein - GREEN-stein: an appealing proposition for GPUSA.
The Constitution allows it; everyone would be better off with it, except perhaps
Donald Trump.
It's a succession of five VPs over eight years that puts more people fervently on
the campaign trail for Jill Stein. A succession ideally places Howie Hawkins last
(primed to the presidency in 2024), and each of the preceding VPs, if Jill is elected,
are contractually obligated to resign.
Order here is less important than the principle of multiple VPs. Only one can
appear on the ballot, but all can stand simultaneously. The suggested
progression:
Mark Greenstein
Bernie Sanders
Ralph Nader
Ron Paul / Carla Howell
Howie Hawkins

10 - 12 months
20 - 24 months
20 - 24 months
20 - 24 months
12 - 26 months

We expect that Senator Sanders will "come clean" of the Democrat Party by
January 2018 and eagerly serve as Vice President. The Democrat establishment
will disappoint, and millions will cheer him on to take the appointment and be Jill
Stein's VP.
Notice the flexibility here. While liberty-minded Democrat Mark Greenstein will
appeal to some Democrats and some Republicans, the campaign is in reality Stein
- Sanders. Greenstein is a placeholder -- true progressives will put up with him in
a nearly-powerless-post for 10 - 12 months while Sanders gets ready.
Notice the beauty here. An assertive-but-selfless Jill Stein can for all intents-and
purposes be a presidential placeholder for Bernie Sanders AND president for 2.5 3 years! She can announce her own term limit ("3 and out!") so voters know they
are getting Bernie Sanders after all, in late 2019.
Jill, the Green Party, and millions will again "Feel the Bern!" Nothing could break
the two-party hegemony better than the ascent of Bernie Sanders with the Green
Party.

With Bernie Sanders, the Green Party then actually has a chance of WINNING. He
and Jill are more passionate, more intelligent, and carry more impact than any
pair of "Old Party" candidates. Drafting Bernie elevates the possibility of a
Conservative break with the Republicans, creating a 5-way race (including
Libertarians). Even in a 4-way race, it takes just 35% to win ALL of a state's
delegates. With a Conservative in the race, Trump will likely finish FOURTH, with
zero electoral votes.
To see the bountiful electoral numbers with Bernie prominent in a 4-way race,
view www.weresist.us.
To see more on "who is Mark Greenstein?" visit www.weresist.us or
www.stewartforliberty.com. He agrees with 98% of the Party's expressed
Tenets. His liberty-minded perspective embraces progressive policies and Green
Party principles so long as the government is not coercing individuals. As such, he
gives progressives and Greens a deal no other leader will attain. In the unlikely
event of his ascent to President, Mr. Greenstein will adhere to a 12 month limit as
well, with a legal obligation to resign by at latest January 2019. He plans to run
for Governor of Connecticut; if successful that is a January 2019
inauguration. Lose or win, the Green Party will be launching its first prominent
candidate for governor.

